
Community & Self Care Through The Arts
Now could be an opportunity for you to relax and be calm. Use this time wisely, it won’t last forever 

and things will be normal again soon. This powerpoint has a range of ideas and suggestions to help 

keep the artist inside of you inspired, safe and healthy. 



Health

Drawing food

Drawing figures

Drawing landscape/room

Expression

Colour emotion wheel

Colour and pattern

Colour in

Who are you?

Community
Paint a pebble and leave it outside

Complete a random act of kindness

Sprinkle some kindness

Possible outcomes:



Health



It has been said “we are 

what we eat”
Now could be the time to 

consider what we eat and 

how this impacts on our 

health and well-being.

This sheet has some ideas 

and suggestions for you to 

create Artwork considering 

and using food as the subject 

matter. 

What ever you choose to eat 

is up to you, but why not draw 

it first!



YOGA

Doing any form of 

exercise can do you 

good, if you can 

include fresh air then 

even better!

Here are some yoga 

poses to keep you 

bendy and calm.

Before you try why 

not sketch these and 

create your own 

drawings and 

illustrations to share 

with others!

Namaste.



Breathe, being mindful takes quiet and time. Luckily you 

have both! Picture yourself in a safe, quiet place, your 

favourite place. Mine is this beach by Monet. Use any media 

to draw your quiet, happy place.



Expression



Connect with your feelings
Colour plays a vital role in Art to communicate 

feelings and emotion

What colours, shapes and patterns are you feeling?

Use any media, any patterns to complete the wheel!





Your local area
It could be said that we are lucky to live near the coast, you could use the 

environment to create Art. Here are some thoughts and ideas you could try out…



Colour in!
When and why did we stop 

colouring outside the lines?

Use this time to sit and 

colour. You can use any 

colour, any media, any 

pattern. Look and focus on 

the colouring. Go outside 

the lines if you want! Or 

remain controlled and 

consider your colours. 



Don’t forget who 

you are!
Your future is bright! 

Stay focussed and positive

This will pass.

Create your own action plan

What are your goals?

What will you do to get there?

Don’t let anything get in your 

way

Use these ideas to help create 

your plan.



From darkness comes light…a reminder on tone



Community






